GAC Kuwait
Fully integrated shipping and logistics services nationwide

Your strategic partner, combining global resources and local expertise to help achieve your business goals in Kuwait and beyond.

Delivering your strategy.
Established in 1956, GAC Kuwait is one of the country’s leading freight forwarding and logistics companies. We work with the GAC Group’s global network to provide a comprehensive range of freight forwarding services and supply chain management solutions, combined with fully integrated IT systems to deliver seamless information flow at every stage of the supply chain. Customers can tailor our integrated services to meet their specific needs in the constantly changing business environment.

Strategic carrier relationships mean your shipments, large or small, are given priority and attention at every point of origin to final destination. Airport-to-airport, door-to-door. Inbound or outbound. Global and continental. If airfreight can support deployment of your high valued inventory, GAC Kuwait is your answer.

Driven by the needs of our customers, GAC Kuwait is a “One Stop Shop” for all the logistics and shipping services you need to drive your business, locally, regionally and internationally. Services include air / sea freight, import / export consolidations, FHD, DAP & DDP services, AOG & ship spares, and project logistics solutions, as well as local and international moving services.

With offices at the Kuwait Port and in close proximity to Kuwait International Airport, we are well placed to handle AOG and ship spares in transit shipments promptly and efficiently. Critical import/export shipments – including those for key events and exhibitions in Kuwait, are also catered for.

The Group’s global reach provides security through one company control, ensuring strict quality, Health, Safety, Environment (HSE) and compliance implementation during all our operations. Our documented ethical business practices and constant endeavours to maximise supply chain efficiency has made us a sought-after service provider.

GAC Kuwait combines decades of experience and expertise to ensure that we deliver on our promises. We have the reach and resources to meet all your logistics needs. Whether it’s a straightforward city-to-city transit or a complex inter-regional, multi-customer operations, GAC Kuwait is just a phone call away.
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GAC Kuwait is the major ship agent operating at Mina Saud, where we provide a range of agency services in coordination with the port supervisors and concerned local authorities. Our experienced team also serves oil majors, traders, and ship owners / operators with vessels calling at Iraqi ports.

Our experienced professionals work around the clock to facilitate pre-arrival planning for your port call, including coordination of vessel service and preparation of cargo documentation to enable prompt turnaround and optimum efficiency. A daily port position report gives PDAs and berthing prospects.

**SERVICES AT A GLANCE**

- Bunkers Fuels
- Dry Cargo Chartering
- Dry Docking Support
- Husbandry Services
- Protecting Agency
- Protection & Indemnity
- Ship Agency
- Ship Supply
- Sea Marshall Embarkation / Disembarkation

**SPECIALIST SHIPPING AND LOGISTICS SERVICES**

**Ship Agency**

We provide comprehensive ship agency services for a diverse range of vessels, including LNG / LPG tankers, break bulk, project, general cargo, Ro-Ro and cruise vessels calling at ports and terminals in Kuwait and Iraq.

GAC is the major ship agent operating at Mina Saud, where we provide a range of agency services in coordination with the port supervisors and concerned local authorities. Our experienced team also serves oil majors, traders, and ship owners / operators with vessels calling at Iraqi ports.

Our experienced professionals work around the clock to facilitate pre-arrival planning for your port call, including coordination of vessel service and preparation of cargo documentation to enable prompt turnaround and optimum efficiency. A daily port position report gives PDAs and berthing prospects.
Our expertise and in-depth knowledge of local regulations further enhances our ability to deliver value added services at economical rates without compromising effectiveness, quality, safety or turn-around times.

Seamless operations on time, on budget wherever you go

Husbandry Services
A vessel may require much more than simple ship agency services when in port. GAC Kuwait helps eliminate the need to involve multiple third parties by providing professional husbandry services at KPC terminals and Mina Saud.

We also offer a fully integrated package of time-saving and economical services that includes speedy vessel clearance, crew rotation management, cash to master and centralised payments that can be combined with port services such as crew welfare, bunker and spare part supplies and dry docking assistance amongst a host of others with minimum lead time.

Protection & Indemnity
GAC Kuwait acts as the P&I correspondent for all T3 International Group Clubs, various Fixed Premium P&I Clubs and medical assistance companies.

Our P&I team of experienced claims handlers have the legal and technical expertise and strong relationships with local authorities, port officials, terminals and receivers to help expedite case handling and minimise our Principals’ financial exposure.

GAC Kuwait also provides medical assistance and the team works round-the-clock to assist with crew claims, organise doctor’s visits, land and air ambulances, escorted medical evacuation, repatriation of human remains and more.

Freight Services (Consolidation)
GAC’s combines the best of both worlds with the sea-air freight concept to deliver economical consolidation solutions on routes linking with the rest of the Middle East, Europe, the Americas and Asia. Our volumes and buying power, combined with strong relationships with the world’s premier carriers, enable us to offer customers competitive rates and access to capacity even during peak times. GAC Kuwait is an IATA-approved provider of freight services, tailoring its solutions to the needs of individual clients. We leverage our expertise and industry knowledge to overcome the challenges of the Kuwaiti market, especially when dealing with perishable goods where shippers must comply with strict local rules and regulations.

Our comprehensive ocean freight services include: less than container load (LCL), full container load (FCL) shipments, contract management, multi-modal inbound or outbound transport from port to port through door-to-door, and more.

Owners’ Protecting Agency
Some vessel owners / operators prefer to appoint an agent to supervise the charterers’ agency function and monitor port call operations at KPC terminal (Mina Al Ahmadi, Mina Abdulla and Shuiaba).

We offer a scalable service to owners, operators and oil majors ranging from the provision of a simple independent report and full involvement with fund / tariff management and documentation to expedite your port call. It’s your choice. Our professional, experienced team have the access and relationships needed to ensure prompt updates on cargo readiness and berthing status as well as expedited cargo documentation.
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Project Logistics
Project cargo clients come from sectors as diverse as oil and gas, automotive, construction, energy generation and humanitarian aid sectors but they all have one thing in common. They need a logistics provider who can take care of the careful planning and complex issues involved in delivering their shipments which are non-standard, too big and too sensitive to be handled like ordinary cargo.

GAC has extensive experience in project cargo handling for renowned heavylift specialists. Our multinational teams of experts with extensive local knowledge have been involved in many well-known projects in Kuwait from single movements to full turn-key operations, and are well equipped to deal with difficult projects. They are supported by a fleet of wide range of special equipment for overland, air and sea transportation - including heavy-lift trucks, cranes, barges and tugs.

International Moving
GAC International Moving has been helping companies move personnel and corporations in and out of the Middle East for more than 30 years, and is a registered member of the world’s leading international moving associations such as FIDI Global Alliance, FAIM, British Association of Removers (BAR) and International Association of Movers (IAM). Our experienced packing team ensures that all personal effects and goods reach their destinations in perfect condition - wherever they go.

Land Transportation
GAC Kuwait offers a wide range of land transportation services across the Middle East. Time-definite services enable you to select the service option that best fits your manufacturing or distribution requirements and your budget.

GAC Kuwait provides a wide range of logistics services to help drive your business in, to and from the country.

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF QUALITY, BUSINESS ETHICS AND SAFETY DRIVE EVERYTHING WE DO

Our operations are in full adherence to the Group’s strict compliance and ethics policies – underpinned by the GAC Code of Ethics. These include anti-corruption regulations such as US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and the UK Bribery Act 2010, environment-based and zero incidents policies.

GAC Kuwait’s offices are ISO 9001:2008 and TRACE certified. Our logistics and ship agency services are Integrated Management System (IMS) compliant. HSSE is of paramount importance, particularly in the Oil & Gas industry. Complying with the stringent health, safety, security and environmental guidelines is nothing new to us – it’s how we work.

The GAC Group applies its extremely high HSSE standards both to our own operations and sub-contractors we work with, and sometimes that entails sourcing equipment from other parts of the world.
About the GAC Group
GAC is a global provider of integrated shipping, logistics and marine services. Emphasising world-class performance, a long-term approach, innovation, ethics and a strong human touch, GAC delivers a flexible and value-adding portfolio to help customers achieve their strategic goals. Established since 1956, GAC employs over 9,000 people in more than 300 offices worldwide.

The GAC Kuwait advantage
• Market leaders with 60 years of operational experience in the provision of integrated shipping and logistics services to clients from diverse industry sectors
• Network, resources, expertise and infrastructure to support operations on a local, regional or global scale
• Coverage across all ports and oil terminals in Kuwait and Iraq
• Transit cargo handled at Bonded Free Zone facilities
• Independent surveyor services
• Excellent relationships with local authorities and port officials
• Effective customs brokerage services
• Specialised relocation, removals, ship handling, hotel and visa assistance, human remains repatriation
• Fleet of support vehicles including tailgate trucks

Kuwait’s leading provider of integrated shipping and logistics services for 60 years

GAC Kuwait
Head Office
Farwaniya, Dajeej block 1,
Street 79 Plot no. 47 • Faisal Centre
Farwaniya
Kuwait
kuwait@gac.com
Tel: +96522205800
Fax: +96524347325

gac.com/kuwait

Delivering your strategy.

Connect with us online at facebook.com/GACgroup and linkedin.com/company/gac-group